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An extensive set of software tools for integrated plasma control has been developed,
validated, and applied to the DIII-D tokamak to design controllers for plasma shape and both
axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric MHD instabilities [1]. The integrated plasma control
approach uses validated physics models to design controllers, and confirms their performance by
operating actual machine control hardware and software against detailed tokamak system
simulations. These tools are being applied to several fusion device designs which require
integrated plasma control for high reliability advanced tokamak or burning plasma operation,
including KSTAR, EAST, and ITER. DIII-D physics-based models include conductors,
diagnostics, power supplies, and both linear and nonlinear plasma models. Controller designs are
based on multivariable linear methods and are robust to model uncertainty in dynamic shaping
performance. Simulations incorporating detailed models are performed offline to confirm
performance in the presence of such nonlinear effects as voltage saturation, power supply rate
limits, and plasma configuration changes (e.g. from single to double null). Plasma control
systems (PCS) based on the DIII-D PCS [2] have been designed for each of these devices. These
systems can be connected to the detailed control simulations to verify event handling and
demonstrate functioning of control action under realistic hardware (cpu and network) conditions.
Results of simulations are shown, illustrating limitations on performance imposed by each device
design, engineering choices, and control system algorithms and hardware. Such simulations
allow confirmation of performance prior to actual implementation on an operating device.
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